INTERVIEWED BY NOAH GRAFF

AIbert AIbrecht

worked in the machine

tool industry for 57 yee~.rs and is writing a book about its history and importance

in the future success of America's economy. He began writing in earnest after a
walk through IMTS 2oo8, which confirmed for him the suspicion that 85 percent
of modem, successful machine tool builders were foreign.
How did you get into the machine business?
AA: My dad and uncles were in the industry. If I had gone in
another direction I probably would have been put out of the
family. In those days not everyone went to high school, you
did an apprenticeship with the tool and die makers. You would
. spend 8,ooo hours in an apprenticeship and then you could go
out as a certified tool and die maker.

What were the "golden years" in American machine
tool building?
AA: The golden years were from about 1940-1982, when there
were 154 American machine· tool builders. America started out
exporting machine tools because they were better and had
better technology than you could get in Europe. People wanted
U.S. technology. In 1982 we lost that to Japan, and we've never
really recovered-at that time we were $5 billion in production
and it dropped to $1.9 billion. That was the first recession-it
took us 15 years to recover. 2003 was another extremely devastating period with a repeat oflg82's drop. We're at $3.3 billion
right now, we still haven't come all the way back.

companies were attractive, drained them of cash and dumped
them off for liquidation. One of the problems we have today
is that we talk about creating jobs, but nobody speaks about
manufacturing or the loss of the industrial base in this country.

Who were the pioneers of American machine tool
building?
AA: Warner Swasey, Cincinatti-they were the innovators, the
real machine tool people. They didn't think they were doing
anything [special], they were just doing a job. But in doing
that job they were producing a quality product with innovation
ahead of what was already out there, and they built companies on it. When those companies were sold off machine tool
people did not take over. They were MBAs and were only looking at the bottom line. They were interested in cash flow and
what the companies could produce, not in the long-term. The
original owners were dedicated to the business, had long-term
objectives and loved the product they produced. I was one of
those people. I was part of that generation.
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What's your goal in writing this book?
. Who are the companies producing in the U.S. today?
AkThis is one of our problems-we have an industry that is
made up of only six truly international companies-MAG, Hardinge, Gleason, Minster, Haas and Moore. japan and Germany
are number one and two as exporters. 112 of the 145 companies
that were alive during the golden years have closed their doors.
That's an estimated loss of $4.3 billion and around so,ooo jobs.

What caused the decline?·
AA: The economic ups and downs of the business. One of the
problems in the industry has been the availability of financing
from banks. Banks haven't always been kind to it-they see it as
a high-risk busin~ss. This led to consolidations and mergers and
a reduction in the size of the industry. Also, the conglomerates,
who made a lot of acquisitions in the 1940s and 1950s when the

AA: Having been a person who was part of the industry-and
· there are not too many of us left-! think the story of the
industry's growth and its importance to the country needs to
be told. More important than anything else is establishing a
business environment today that will encourage manufacturing and the recovery of our industrial base. Not just in hightech industries, but the base of manufacturing. The machine
tool industry is no longer a dirty, grubby industry-it's clean
floors, high-tech and computers. Yet we tell our young people,
"Manufacturing, no. You want to be a doctor or lawyer." l want
this book to change the mind set of our country in regards to
the importance of manufacturing. Yes, we can buy and consume goods, but one of the things we don't realize is that if we
buy [foreign] machine tools, even if those tools are produced
in this country, the profits and earnings go back to Japan.
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he financial crisis that has roiled
the world since last autumn
began as a crisis in the banking
community. And the world press now
states that trillions of dollars of wealth
has been destroyed worldwide, when
what has actually happened is that lots
of folks have chosen, figuratively
speaking, to stuff money into the mattress, rather than invest with banks or
in financial instruments.
There are stimulus packages and
government programs aplenty in place
to end this crisis, and the US Federal
Reserve has pushed lots of money out
into the banl<ing industry.
In all the fuss, we should attempt to
remember that there are three fundamental w~ys to create wealth:
agriculture, mining, and manufacturing. Think about it. Banl<ersi
lawyers, doctors, barbers, landscapers-they all provide services. Those services are valuable,
but they don't1 in themselves,
create wealth. Financial
instruments and financial
dealings don'tcre~te
wealth--:they may package wealth 1 shift it
around1 and enable
investment in wealthcreating enterprises, but
they don1 t directly ere-·
at.e wealth.
Econ,omic health
must begin with consideration of the fundamental engines of wealth cr~
·ation. In the particular - ·
case of manufacturing, the
road to health begins with
acknowledgement of the
importance of this area of the
economy, where lower-cost
inputs are acted upon to make
higher-value products available
to society.
Productive labor/ productive
economic activity, must be
·recognized as important
and valuable. Rather than
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insisting that the way to prosperity
lies in awarding degrees· in sociology/ literature, drama, political science, and other soft fields, the governing class must acknowledge that
hard skills are more valuable than
others. Technicians1 machine operators, machinists, and manufacturing
engineers generate wealth for all
the world to share. Can the same be
said of government bureaucrats at
any level?
If we are really serious about wealth
generation, we need to change attitudes among the political class. Too
many of those people have not worked
in any area outside politics since the
days when they were making a bit of
money by mowing the neighbors'
lawns. They have got to understand that wealth creation is
driven by hard skills and the
manufacture of real products.
Belief inspires behavior. As
nations and people believe,
as nations and people
· define themselves/ so
they behave. If the US
sees itselff!s a nation
with great manufac-.
turing companies
a great agricultural
system, and a vibrant
extractive industry, the
resources needed to
ensure that those fields
are successful, and
remain successful1
will pe provided to our
wealth-creating industries. If the US sees itself
as primarily producer of
television shows, pop music,
. and financial instruments/
.thaes where our investment
will go, and we
be in
very deep trouble.
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